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\4AEI COSa-BE2C08(C!+~)I, 

14 A E2·OOS a' -=- B E8 cos (a' + [3') t, 
(l m-) = ~: 12 A Cl cos a - B c2 C08 (a + ~) l, 
(l' (1)') = :: ! 2 A e2 cos a' - B E8 cos (a' + (J') t, 

from whieh 

Therefol'e 

and similarly 

The only stabIe solutions are thns those in which {J and {i' are 
both 180°, and the only soIntion which satisfies this condition is (6). 
This solution, i. e. the case actually occurring in nature, is thus 
found to be the only stabIe pel'iodic solution. 

It needs hardly be mentioned that all the proofs given above 
suppose, that the developlllents in powers of !'I and mi convel'ge so 
rapidly, that' the sign of the yarions quantities used is determined 
by theÏt' th'st term. What the upper Iimits of Cz and mt are satis
fying this conclition, cannot be stated without a special investigation, 
but nature teaches us, that for the values occurring in the system of 
Jupiter the solution (6) still exists as a stabIe solution. 

P.hysics. - "Cont1'ib'ution to the the01'y of binary mixtw'es, XIII." 
By Prof. J. D. VAN DER WAALS. 

We have consicler'eel the doseel cu rve, cliscnsseel in the pl'ececling 
Contl'ibutions, as the projection of the section of t wo SUl' races, viz. 
d'l/' d2t', - = 0, anel - = 0, constrllcted on an x-axis, a v-axis and a T· 
dtIJ2 dv2 

axis. Let the x-axis be directed to the right, the v-axis to the front 
and the T-axis vel'tically. The pl'ojection of, these sections on the 
other projection planes wiH now also be a closed curve, in general 
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with a contlnuolls course. We shall here chiefly consider the pl'O
jection on the T, x-plane. This projection will possess a 10west and 
a highesl point, and be enclosed on the right and on the 1eft bet ween 
a minimum and a maximum value of x, which two values of x are 
the same as those between which the v,v-projection is enclosed. But 
the highest and the Iowest point of the T,x-pl'ojection is no speda! 
point in the v,x-projection. Only in this v,x-projection the points 

d2tp 
mentioned have the propel'ty that a line - = ° and also a line . dv2 

d2 tf1 - = ° touches this v,tv-projectio~l at the minimum or the maximum 
dm~ 

temperature. At all temperatUl'es between thi.s minimum and this 
maximum temperature the V,x-pl'ojection is intersected by a line 
~~. ~tp - = ° in two points, and also by a line - = 0. But this contact 
dv 2 dm 2 

can take place e. g. for the minimum temperature in a point that 
lies either on the let't or on the right of the point in which v has 
the minimum vaIue, and even, but in special cases, exactIy in th at 

dv 
point. 80 th~ quantity - can be both positive and negative for the 

dm 
point in which T is maximum. 

This holds also for the point where T is maximum, but generally 
the fh'st mentioned point is of greater importance. 

dv • 
lf for this first-mentioned point --- is positive, this is also the case 

- dm 

with dv fol' the point in which d
2

tp = 0 touches the closed curve, 
dm dv2 

d3tp dStp dv d2tp 
and as -d d + -d a -d = 0, the quautity -- wil! be negative in the 

v2 mvm dv'd.'V 
d3tp 

point in which T is minimum. In the same way the quantity -8 
dm 

d2p 
is positive, ayd - is positive for that point because a1so the line 

d(lJ2 

d2tp dS
", d3$ du 

-0 = 0 touches, aud sa -d 3 + d 2d -d = 0, and the contact takes 
d.v- m .u v te 

place in such a way thai the whole closed curve lies inside d
2

", = 0. 
dm 2 

If the minimum tempel'ature should jast happen to be in the point 

of tbe cIosed curve whel'e dv - 0 we have at the same time 
dil.) - , 

) 

I
1 ~,' 

~. 
I ~ 

'I I-j I 
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d2p dB~, . - dv d'p - = ° and - = 0. It, on tlle othel' hand is negntive, --
d{udv dl/IS dp; dllJdv 

dBtfJ 
is negati ve and al80 -. 

dp;8 

If the whole curve has contracted to a single point, th is applies 
also to the two other pt'ojections - and for this case it is easy to 
express these projections .in the vnlue of El and E

2 
and n. Then, as was 

VE nVE. 
found before, tV = __ 1_, and 1 - ,7] = ---. Then the value of 

n-I n-l 
v 1 v (n-1)2 VE1 VE 2 
- is equal to -- Ol' equal to 1+B, Ol' - = 1 + -- (V 'V . 
b I-A b n Eli E2 )-

v-b (n-I)2 VEI VEl 
or - - -- Both for EI = ° and for El = 0 is 

b - n (VEI + VE 2)l' 

v-b = 0, and as we have to do with a point Iying on ~he line 
dp - = 0, T = 0. A maximum value of v does not occn!', but a 
dv 

11 
maximum value of b does. The easiest way to filld this is by retaining 

the form: 

or 

v (n -1)' {IJ (l-p;) 
-=1 +B= 1 + . 
b (I-lIJ + niv)' 

lf v cOllld be maximum, then: 

db dB 
-, 
dllJ dllJ 
-+--=0 
b I +B 

(1-.v)2-n'x' 
(n-1)2----

n-l [1 + (n-l),v)4 ----+ =0. 
l+(n-l).v 1 + (n--l)2l1J(1 - ,v) 

[1 + (n-l)lIJ]2 

Aftel' reduction we should fÏnd n = O. But the maximum \'alue of 
v dB 1 

- Ol' of - = ° requh'es nx = 1 - x or iV = -- . 
b & n+l 

If for x and 1- x we put the value VEI and nVE 2 , we find as 
v 

condition El = E, ~ and so Piel = p,.,. Then the value of b is equal 

(n-l)' (n+ lp v 
to 1 + =. When n is smalI, - is onIy little greatel' 

4n 4n b 
than 1, aud so l' II!uch smaller thaI?- 1'". But fol' very high values 
of n, e. g. abol1t 10, the critica! volume can be reached, and so l' 

/ 
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caIl be = T,c. WiLh constantJy rising value of n, the quantity ~ 
b 

can, indeed, increase indefinitely, in which, howevel', T becomes an 
ever smaller fraction of Tic. The value, however, which 131 and 

. v 
13 2 will have, and conseql1ently the value of x, -, and T, cannot be 

• b 
chosen al'bitral'i1y. Besides that 131 and 132 must have sneh a value 
that the point denoted by _ them, lies on the parabola OPQ, the 
condition must also be [ulfillE'd tha,t (t212 = l2ala,. Fot' the case that 
l2 = i, the values of 131 and È, aJ'e easy to calculate. Then the point 
(13 1 ,13,) must also !ie on a seeolld parabola, congruent with PQO, 
and shifted by an amount 1 along the 1'1 and E

2
-axis in negative 

dil·eetion. These pal'abolae baving their axes parallel, there will only 
be a single point of intersectiol1. The equations whieh are to be 
satisfied, are then: 

(El - n' 13 2 )' = 4 n' (n- - I) (13 1 - nEs) 

and 
(El - n2 132 + n2 

- 1)2 = 4 n (n - 1) (El - n 132 + n - 1). 

Then we find: 

and 
3n+l 

n VE2 = 4(n+l) (n - ]), 

n+3 3n+1 
or x = and 1 - x = . The value of T obtained in 

4(n+ 1) 4(n+l) 
this case is smaller than the one calculated above if we take 13] = 132 • 

lf l2 < 1, 13
1 

increases, of course, and 13 2 decreases and reversely. A 
value of f lllight be chosen so that l' assumes a maximum valne, 
but to this we come back later on. But in any case the values of 

\ . d~tp d2tp 
El and 13

2 
may be such that the two surfaces - = 0 and -

dx 2 dv 2 

touch only at one single tempeeatul'e, without intersecting further. 
And if n is not very large, this temperature lies very Iow. Thus from 

)' a e b by 
the fOl'llluia lYJb. 1 = 2 - ---- and the supposition l2 = 1 we cal· 

b(-TY 
T 1 

culate tbr n = 2 the value of l'k = 14 about, and fol' other values 

~ ___________ Jiit 
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T 
of 12 thi& vaIue of Tk becomes bnt little higher. Bnt El anel Ez mig'ht 

be such for higher value of n, that v approaches to Sb and T to 
Tk ; this might be the case fot' n = 10. Sa we see here the following 
possibilities for the phenomena of' non-miscibility, dependent on the 
value ofn. For low vaille ofn, contact of the said two surfaces may take 
place at sa low [l temperature that obsel'\'ation is impossibIe on account of 
the occurl'ence of the solid state. Fol' increasing value of n this tempem
ture rises, and for a certain value ofn, it may have risen to 1/, Ol' 1/2 Tk 
and sa the obsel'vation will na langer be prevented by the appearance 
of the solid state. As, if contact takes place of the two surfaeeR at 
cel'tain temperature, two plaitpoil1ls make their appeal'ance al ready 
at lowel' temperature, whieh vanish again at higher tempel'atureJhan 
that of the contact, three-phase-pressure wiIl exist between two tempera
tm'es. A pl'ecise determination of the "alue of nat whieh th is is the case, 
is not possible, if it were only on account of the faet that we have 
not been able to determine what l'elation exists between the tempe
rature of contact and that at which the double plaitpoint begins to 
appeal' or disappears, and mOl'eovel' beeause we have not been able 
to detel'mine how long the double plaitpoint must have beên present 
before the plaitpoint appears or disappears on the binodal !ine. But 
for small vaIue of n the Iowest temperature at which non-miscibility 
sets in, can cel'tainly not be observed, at least not if the cause of 
non-miscibility is to be ascriberl to the eircumstance diseussed here. 

So in the T,x-projection there is only a single point for whieh 
the value of x will be found in the left half, in the case discussed 
here. But if we besides dl'aw the l:x-projection of the plaitpoints 
which are the consequenee of the existence of the point of contact 

d'..p d'..p 
of - = ° and - = 0, we obtain again a closed curve. Pl'obably 

d,'V~ dv' 

the projection of the point of contact lies, esvecially as l'egal'ds the 
value of x, very eccentrically with l'egal'd to this curve - possibly 
e\'en to the l'ight outside it. The lefthand branch of this curve is the 
projection of the il'realisable plaitpoints, /;tnd these wil! always have 
considerably moved to smaller values of x. But if the projection is a 
closed curve, they must rapidly approach the points of the righthand 
branch at higher tempenttnre. However, anothel' case may be expeeted. 

-In the case that the projection of the pIaitpoints remains below the 
CUl'\'e indicating the course of Tk, the closed curve is to be exper.ted -
uut if the vaIue of T should rise so high that the curve Tk = I(x) 
would be cut, the lef'thand branch of the pl'o,jection would meet the 
Ol'dinary plaitpoi~t, which approaches from the side of the component 

/ 
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with the 10west vnllle of 1i. l'he result is then tllnt the projection 
of the pJnilpoinLs forms n eurve which beg ins nt ,'I] = 0 and 1'= 11.1 , 

rises from theJ'e to the highest double plnitpoint temperature, then 
falls to the lowest plait point tempemture, nnd nscends again from 
the1'e to n·~. 1'his last ense has been treated more extensively 
These Proc. Vol. VIL The Jransformation of n brnnch plait etc. 

FigUl'e 39 gives a schematic l'epresentation of the 1',x-projectioll 
1'01' the fil'st ense. The point P l'epl'eseuts the poillt of contact of 

d2tp d2t/' . 
the two sllrfaces - = 0 aud - = O. 1'l1e full line l'epresents 

diIJ~ dv2 

rhe loens of the plaitpoints, the point Pab is the lowest double 
plaitpoint, and PcJ is the highest. In the points Ql and Qi the 
reaJisnble plaitpoint appears or disappeal's on the binodal line -
and then there is thl'ee-phase-pl'essure bet ween the tempel'atlll'es of 
Ql nnd Q2' The dotted curve, which has its Iowest anel its highest 

-1 

I"ig. 39 

I 

I' 

( -
I 
I 

I 

I 

rl~ 

11. 

J -
----------------------------~ 
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point in QI aud Q" deno!es the concentra,tions of the coexisting liquid 
phases at evel'y 7', and 1he CUl've Q' l' Q' ~ indieates the concentl'a
tion of the third coexisting phase (vapoul' phase). The curve Tic = f(.v) 

\ 

has been drawn higher in the figure. _ 
It follows, ho wever, from the l'cmadr, Cûntribution XI, p. 440, 

Vol. XI, that the point P need not even be present, and that yet 
the l'emaining part of the figure, but then betw~en narrower tem~ 
peratuJ'e limits, may continue to exist. We might even imagine tbe _ 
cil'cumstances to be sneh that the points Pab and Pcd eoincide, but 
then Ql and Q~ and Q'l and Q'2 would have coincided all'eady before. 

The second case is represE"nted in fig, 40. Again Pis the pl'ojection 
dtp' 

on the T,a:-plane of the point of contact of the two surfaces - = 0 
d.v 2 

d21J' 
and - = 0 'fhe fuIl curve A Q2 P~cI Pab QI B etc. is that of the 

d'/)2 

Fig. 40. 

plaitpoints. 'file points Pab and Ped are the double plaitpoints. 80 

I 
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tbel'e nl'e tbree plaitpoillts bel \veen the lelllpe1'ature of 11) VLZ. '11
'0.1 J 

aud thal of' Ptd, unless Pab shoule! lie higher than A, in whieh case 
Pab woule! take the place of Tlcl • The curve Tic = f(X) is also 
inserted in the figul'e. It will have to intel'sect the plaitpoint curve 
at [IJ < 1, and th at twlce. The fh'st point bas not been indicated by 
a special mark, but: the second point of intersection is supposed to 
be in the neighboll1'hooe! of' B. If we draw a p,x-section of the 
snrfaee of saturation, and add io it a lille indicating the pressm'e 
at which there would be coexistence lf the mixture behaved as an 
homogeneous substallee, the extreme point of this line would lie at 
the same value of x as that of the plaitpoint, at the vaIue of T of 
the secOlld point of' intersection just mentioned. 

For higher value of '1' we have th en again the rule th at for a 
given mixture '1~Jl> T", whieh is generally considel'ed as the normal 
case. This being really the case fol' x very smal!, and .1: nearly 1, 
wh en there is intersection of the curves '1'lc = f (.v) and '1~l = cp (x), 
this will have to take place twice. For the points Ql and Q2 the 
plaitpoint lies on the binodal line, and between the temperatures 
Ql and Ql there is three-phase-pressure. rhe eoncentration of the 
three eoexisting phases is indicated by the dotted line Q'l Q2 Ql Q'2' 
We might calI the part Q'l Q2 of this line the vapour branch. The 
vapour branch. pl'esents a particularity in the drawing which has 
escaped attention so far, viz. that it can contain a point in whieh 
x has a minimum value. I have not eh'awn th is particularity in the 
vapour branch of fig, 39, because it is less probable there, rrhis 
applying to a circumstance which has not been noticed as yet, and 
which is yet Ilot devoid of importance, a digression to show the 
possibility of the existence of such a point with minimum value of 
x, may be useful. The more so, because in the discllssion propertîes 
will be mentioned tlJe knowledge of which is necessal'y if we want 
to understand the fuil meaning of -dii.ferent particulal'ities occurring 
fol' the three-phase-pressure. 

Let us eaU the concentration of the point l'epresenting- the vapour 
phase, Xl> am.l lel i/.:2 and .Vs denote the concentl'ations of the liquid 
phase - and let us put Xl < ,1:2 < Xa' Now tbe following equations 
hold: 

and 

;1 I1 

!. 

' .. 
i 
j. 

ijl! 

_~ ____ tl 
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: For the thl'ee-phase-pressure uoth ·equations hold, and we get the 
dp 

value of - for this three-pl1ase-pressllre which we shall indicate by 
dl' 

d~ ,by eliminating dX l from these two equations. If we divide the 
dT128 

first equations by m2 - mi' and the second by X~ - ,VI' and if we 
subtract the quotients from each other, we get the weU-known formula: 

,1)2 - lVI lV! - {VI 

If we substitute this value of dp_ in the two equations gH'en 
dTI23 

we get: 

and 

Aftel' division 

and 

or 

dp (dP ) dm l (ap ) 
dTu8 = dm l T dT + aT .:r81 

if we l'epresent by (dF ,) and (dF) tlte ratio of the increase of 
dl .:r21 dl' aSI 

pand the illcrease of T on ihe \'apoUl' sheet of the surface of 
saturation for a section with COllstant value of :IJ = Xl' respectively 
fol' the coexisting equilibrium between the phases 1 with i, and 

1 with 3. 80 the diffel'ence ~- (dF) ,multiplied by Vu 
• dT1U d'1' X21 .'lI,-X l 
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indicates' the sign of clx1 • In the same way if we change 2 into 3. 
Now it is true that the surface of saturation has been greatly modi
fied by the existence of the three-phase-preSSlll'e. But this modifica
tion is restricted to values of T, between those at which this pres
su re begins and ends, and also within these limits of temperarure, 
the sUl'face of saturation consists only of a Iower sheet and an 
upper sheet, if we Jeave the metastable and. unstable coexisting 
phases out of account. 80 every section for given value of x, is 
again, ex cept for the lI!odifications inside t4e said limits of tempe
rature, the well-known figure in which the Jawel' branch passes 
continllou5ly into the upper branch. Let us now think the line Pm 
as function of T traeed in every section. Only for sa far this line 
lies between the uppel' and the lower branch of the section of the 
modified surf ace of saturation, the mixture of the chosen value of 
x can split up into three phases. If this line interserts either the 
uppel' branch, or the lowel' branch, and if therefol'e part of the 
line Pus lies outside the surface of saturation, this must be considered 
as a parasitic branch, at least for the mixture chosen. 80 the dotted 
lines of fig. 39 and fig. 40 l'epresent the values of T tbr which the 
line ZJw intersects achasen section of fhe surface of saturation. 
AllU sa the question whether in fig. 40 the situation of point 0,'1 
is snch that anothel' point OCCUl'S in the dotted curve for Ihis value 
of x, coincides with the question whether there exist sections for 

V 
which the line Pm intersect5 the saturation curve twice. A.s __ 21_ 

i1J 2 -i1J
1 

Vil . 
and --- are negatIve 011 the vapoUl' branch according to Ille formula 

,Va-llJI 

dir\ 
fol' the calculation of dT a negative value of th is quantity is attended 

. h . . I fdp (dP)' . h tI l' . wIt a posltIve va ue 0 dT - Td or wIt Ie .111e Pm entermg 
128 x 

the heterogeneolls region with increasing T. Revel'sely a positiye 
dllJ 

value of dl' shows that the line Pm enters the homogeneous l'egion 

with inCl'easing t3mperature, and therefore appem's ful'ther onIy as 

parisitic branch. Now in the point 0,'" the value of (dP) is 
. dT 128 

eq ual to the ~:alue of (dP), as it is on the section of the surface of 
dT :t 

snturation for the x of the pOÏllt 0,1' as follows if in the fOl'mula 
dp 

fol' we put ,1:2 + d:1J2 for [1,'3' V2+dV2 fOl'_ Va, and 11l + d112 
d1\n 

(11 

lil 
'11 

I! 
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for TJa' Then we find namely 

elp 
-

d'l'123 

d1j2 dV2 . (dTJo) (dVo) For - and - we may write -- and -' because the 
dllJ z dllJ z dllJ z pl' diIJ 2 p'l' . 

phases 2 and 3 then have eClllal pand' T. Now the point Ql is a 
liquid phase, and so a point of the upper sheeCof the surf ace of 

saturation. In general the value of G~,)x for such a point is not 

great at low temperatures. But yet it is larger on the whole than 

the value of (i;)x on ihe vapoUl' sheet, even for sections for which 

x is smaller. At least tor temperatures whieh lie pl'etty tal' from 
Th so that there are therefore two possibilities ehietly dependent on 

the tempel'ature: either the valne of (:~)x in the point Ql may be 

larger than (:~)x fol' the point Q'l' or smaller -= and 80 the value 

of x fo)' the poi.nt Q' l may eithel' run back Ol' pl'oceed. 
Over the fun width of t-he three-phase-cul've on the l'ight of Q2 

the line jJ123 leaves the upper, sheet ,of the surface of satul'ation witli 
rising tempel'atme. This is also still the case tOl' points on the left 
of Qz;- but a point will soon occur where the thl'ee-phase-eurve 
passes to the Jowel' sheet. 80 this point must lie on the "contour 

··apparent" with l'egard to the T, x-surf ace ; or in other words: it 
must be a critical point of contact. Then toa the three-phase-cul've 
still passes to smaller value of al. And' only afterwal'ds a point ean 
OCCUl' where tV has minimum value, but tbis onlyon the lm,ver sheet. 
And if the temperatl1l'e of Q is compal'atively low, the vapour 
branch of the threè-phase-cUl've wiU certainly run again to the right 
with falling tempel'ature. Accordingly I have drawn the vapour 
branch in fig. 39 in tbis way, though thel'e too 'the ch'cum
stance may occnr that ,'l] runs back. Besicles, the circum.stance OCCUl'S 
thel'e that x shows minimum and maximum value for the liquicl 
phases. The condition fol' x, whether maximum Ol: minimum is ~ 

(OP) = (Op) _ ~ if we denote the phase where x runs al' X~I 01' .t81- d'1'l28 ' 
back, by 1. 

/ 
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But let us return aftel' the discussion of these. pal'ticulal'ities, to 
the treatment of the T, m-projection of the closed curve. 

We have already observed that the point P is not found when 
dZtp d2tp 

the surfaces - = 0 and - = 0 do not interseet. Reversely P 
dm 2 dv3 

extends to. a curve if the surfaces do not only touch, but intersect. 
We obtain the equation of this. closed curve, if we solve the value 

'IJ 
of b from the equation: 

'IJ V 
- (1 - A) - 2 - + (1 + B) = 0 
b b. 

d31J.' d'1J.' 
and substitute it in - = 0 Ol' - = O. It is simplest to do tb is in' 

dm~ dv2 

(V-b)2 
d2~, a b 
-=0, Ol" jfRT=2--- or to sllbstitute the value of 
dv~ b (i Y 
: in MRr=2~(~)(1-·~J. b 

If we wl'ite - in the following 
v 

forIT!; : 

and 

we find: 

b 1 =F V A-B+AB 
-

'IJ l+B 
1 =F VX 

l+B 

_ b B±VA-B+AB B±VX 
1--= =---

v l+B l+B 

, a (B2_2BX+X) ± (2B _B2+X)VX 
MEl = 2 b - (l+B)~ . . (1) 

When X = A - B + AB = AB! ~ - : + 1 f is positiv~, 1l is 

reaI, and there are two vallles of 11 fol' every value of ,v. For t.he 
same vaIues of ,7] for which in the v, ,v-pl'ojection the two vaIues of 
v 
b coincide, the two values of T coincide in the T, x-pl'ojection. 

The values of T assume a simple forlll for these limitirfg vaIues 
• a B2 

of.x, because t.hen X=O, i.e. NRT=2 b (1+B)3; ofcoursethis 

valne must also hold fol' the case that these limiting va.lues of ,'V 

coincide, which we treated above. We can even simplify this fOl'ffi 
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of' MRT fol' the calculation and obtain the form: 

, 2c 1 
MR1 = bl(n-I)~ [1 + (n-I) m] I ~ 1 ~ + _~ _1_/2 

I(n-I)~ m (n-l)2I-m\ 

1 .v(l-m) 

by writing 
b2 b2 eb B v 

b-= b---=--- for 
1 al (1-.'/) (db)2 A b 
a a d.1J 

If we seek the maximum value of T, we find fol' the determination 
of ,'I) an equation of' the 3ld degree, viz.t: 

3n-l' 3-n 
(1_m)3 + m (1-.'/)' -- - n~,v2 -- - n3ma = 0 

2 2 

nm 
and putting -- = Ic : 

1-m 
3n-l 3-n 

1 + k -- - k2 
-- -- p = O. 

2n ~ 

Fo!' n = 1 we should have Ic = 1, fol' n = 2 l.; = 1,22; but fol' 
k 1 

very high value of n - approaches to -2 . This implies that for n = 1 
n 

the maximum value of MRT lies at ,'I) =~, and for n = 00 at x = ~. 
1 1 

For all othel' values of n .7J lies between - and -. By the aid of 
2 3 

this value of te we can then calculate the highest value of lvlRT 
fol' the points where X = O. But the conclusion is not different from 
that at which we arrived above: viz. that only with n appreciably 
larger than 3 the value of the temperp,ture can rise to Tk or even 

to Tk j ' 

The valne which we found in general in eqllation (1) foJ' the tem
peratllre of t he points of the closed curve is too int;'icate to be fuUy 
discussed. We can, ho wever, foresee ,"{hat in general the shape of the 
T,x-prqjection will beo For a curve of small dimension the point P 
of fig. 39 and fig. 40 is to be l'eplaced by a smaller chosed curve 
which extends according as th€' former curve itself assumes greater . 
dimensions. Of COlll'se the other lines experience the influence of this. 
Thus in fig. 39 the point Pab wiII deseend and Ped ascend: For 
every value of x, so of a, b, Band X, the first part of MRT in 

a B~+X (I-2B) 
equation. (1), viz.: 2 b (1 + B)~ illdicates the value of the arith-
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metlcal mean, &0 half the sum of the lowest and the highest tem
a 

peratul:e; and the seeond part, viz. 2 - (2B - B~ + X) V X denotes 
b 

the amount that the really oecul'l'ing temperatmes lie above or below 
this middle value. This seeond part is imaginary outside the limiting 
val nes of x. For between these limiting va]ues of x, X is positive, 
and beyond them negative - but the first part exists over the fuIl 
width. The course of this first may be given in the main points. 
Beginning with T = 0 and x = 0 it ends also with this value at 
x = 1. But fol' very smaU value of x or 1- x, provided it be 
olltside the limiting values of lC, this th'st part is negative. 

For the limiting val nes of x, where X = 0, it has the above tl'eated 
a B~ 

positive value MRT = 2 b 1 + B)2' But just beyolld these limiting 

values of x a value equal to ° must OCClU'; we conelude to thi& by 
notieing that if m or 1-.:1' is very smalI, Bz and XB may be neglected 
by the side of B, while X is negative beyond the limüing vallle of 
x. The CUl've whieh repl'eseIIts the firbt part begins with an ordinate 
equal to zero, then deseends below the axis, but intersects the axis 
again before the smallest value of x is reached for which X is equal 
to zero, then rises to a maximum value, aftel' which it deseends 
below the axis, and finally terminates with a value zero. 

80 if we draw the curve Tlc as in fig. 39, this curve is of course 
the limit above which T eannot rise for any point of the closed 
curve. The closed curve being the section of two surfaces which 
have each a "contour apparent" on the T,x-plane, the projection of 
the sections cannot fall outside this outIine. 80 the T,x-projection ean 
have either one Ol' two points in eommon wUh the curve Tlc, in which 

points it must touch this curve. In these points of contact ~ = 3. 
b 

v 
If there are two points of contact b is > 3 between these points. 

v 
The observation that b = 3 in the points of contact enableR us to 

show that this circumstance cannot occur for low value of n. FiJ'st 
of all not fol' n < 2, because, as we saw lJefore, v must there be 
smaller than b~"= 2b1• If we introduce into the eq uation : 

(~y (i-A) - 2 ~ + (1 + B) = Ó 

ti 
the condition - - 3 we get: b - , 

4=9A-B. 

Pl'oceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XI. 
48 
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Now 
1 

B=----------1 1 n 1 1 
---+-~----1 
(n-l)2 {IJ (n-l)2 I-iv 

and A 
1 

- 1+El 1 n2(1+E2) 1 . 
---+----1 
(n-l)2 [IJ (n-l)2 1-11: 

Let us take two extreme eases: 1. the case that El and Eg = 0 ; 
El 1 n2 E2 1 

2. the case that ( ly + (-1)2 -1-' = j. n- IV n- -IV 

1 
In the first case B = A, and so B = 2' or it must be possible to 

. 1 1 n2 1 
find real values for .'1J from the equatwn : --- + = 3, 

(n_l)2 IV (n-1)21-x 

w hich values must, moreover, lie between the limiting values of x, 
in this case x = 0 and x = 1. Fo!' the roots to be re~1 

Ol' 

Ol 

1 must be > V~ + n V~ 
n-l n-l 

n+l V -<3 n-l 

n>V3+1. 
V3-1' 

if the sign > is changed into =, thel'e is only one root at 

V~ n VI v . n = ---1 and 1-x = -- -. 80 fol' n about 3.75 - wIlI be 
u- n-l 3 b 

, 1 = 3 fol' tIJ = --, if EI = E. = O. Then the closed curve touches the 
4.75 -

curve Tk in the T,x-projection. But th en the Jower branch of the 
T,:v-line will have deseended to T = 0. Then we have to expeet 
fig. 40, howevel' with this modification that Pab lies at a height = 0 
and tlle three-phase-pt'essUl'e is al ready found at alliow temperatures. 

El' 1 nS
E2 1 

In the second case, in whieh the supposition (-1)2 -+-( 1)2 -1- = 1 n- IV n- -{IJ 

however, involves the assumption th at , the point fol' which ~= 3, 

\ 
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lies at a value of [(J which is just one of the limiting values of x, 
B 

1 +B = A and the equation 4=9 A-B yields the value 2 for B, 

1 1 n2 1 3 
80 ---+ -----= - must then yield rea I vallles for x, and 

(n-1)Z lIJ (n--1)zl-IIJ 2 

V 3 n+1 
so -2 must be > --, or n > 10, 

n-I 
Now, howevel', if we assign values to El and Ez the condi

tion of the seeond case will in general not be fulfilled, and 
El 1 n2

E2 1 , 

( 1)
2 + (-1)0 -1- wIll not have ris en to 1 - but we shall 

n- n n- - -,'l) 

have to 

a will 
of the 

El 1 - nZEz 1 _ . . 
pnt ( 1)~ +-(-1)2 -1- < 1, or equal to 1-a, In WhlCh 

n- n n-- -IC 

have a value between 1 (that of the fil'st case), and 0 (that 
second case). And the l'esult will then be that the condition 

V I b = 3 will l'equil'e a value of n which is greatel' than 3,75, but 

which need not rise to 10. 
Bnt I shaH not continue tbe calculations l'equired for this. If we 

review wh at pl'ecedes, it appears snfficiently: 1 that the case that 
thl'ee-phase-pl'essnre exists between tempel'atm'es that differ Iittle, 
may occur for all vallles of n - but that if n is smaH, these two 
tempel'atures lie too low to be observed. It is not possible to give 
the exact value of n for which these temperatures if they exist, eau 
be ob:;el'ved, before the ratio is lmowu between the temperature at 

- d2tp d2tp 
which the two surfaces - = 0 aud - = 0 touch, aud the tempe-

drc' dv 2 

l'ature at which the don bie plaitpoint has appeared Ol' disappears. 
2. That for the case of fig. 40 the requil'ed value of n may be 
estimated as at least 4. 3. That as El and E2 descend below the 
parabola OPQ, the two tempel'atm'es between which three-phase
pressure eau exist, divel'ge 'further, and that only if El and E2 (we 
only deal with positive El and E2 here) have become equal to 0, the 
lowest temperatul'e has descended to the absolute zero point. 

If we fUl'ther take into considel'ation that the point El' Ez lies on 
the curve aZ

12 = l2 al a z' which l'epl'esents in El and E2 an ellipse, a 
parabola Ol' a hypel'bola accol'ding as lJ < -1 or > 1, and that of 
this curve only those points which li.e in the tl'iangle OPQ (below 
die parab ol a) yield a closed curve which we have treated, we see 
that the phenomena discussed do not only dep end on 12, but that 
besides special relations must exist for al and a 2 and lt12 , which are 

- ----- --------------
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, . al 1+f1 ' 
represented by f 1 and f 2 positive iJl tbe equatlOns - = --- and 

. c (n_l)2 
a2 n2~ I +f2) - = and n - 1 > J/ f 1 + nV f 2 • By tal' thc gl'eater part of 
c (n+l)2 ~ 

tbe curve a2
12 = l~a1a2 lies outside tbis l'egion, and the OCCUl'l'ence 

of the discussed pbenomena will, the1'efo1'e, have to be considel'ecl 
as comparatively rare. If we descend in the region ó"PQ, so tbat 
eitber El or f 2 Ol' both become negative, then (but tbe consequence 
of a negative value of f 1 and 8 2 has not yet been discussed) th1'ee
ph aRe-pres su re is to be expecteJ all'eady at T = O. If we go upwarcls 
along the curve a\2 = PajaZ ' and if we get above the parabola 
with f 1 and $02' tbere is perfect miscibility. (For t11e values of f 1 anel 
132 required tor pel:fect miscibility consult Contribution XI p. 443). 
As the upward movement along the curve a\2 = l2ala2 is attetideel 

with decrease of Pk2 
, it fo11ows from this th at if in analogous cases 

Pkj 

the ratio Plc2 decrëases, we pass fL'om non - miscibility to perfect 
PIel 

mis.cibility. 
The conclusions in the derivation of whicb we have supposed to 

tl'eat only nOl'mal cases, viz. iSuch for vl'llich no chemical actiun takes 
place between the two componentfl, or for whieh each of tbe com
ponents behaves normally, are quite cOl'l'obel'ated by the obsel'vations. 
I know only of one exception, namely that the case of fig. 400rclU's 
also in the observatious of KUENEN for mixtures of ethane and aethyl
~lcohol, etc. In th is case we have to put n either below or .lust 
above 2. Row it is that the abnormal behaviour of alcohol has here 
au influence as if n were incl'eased, cannot be accounted fol' as yet. 
But in the cases of BÜCHNER fol' mixtures of carbonic acid anel organic 
liquids, for which also fig. 40 gives tbe course schematically, n will, 
no doubt, have the value found by calculation. (BüoHNlm, Thesis for 
the doctorate 1905). 
, In conclusion a tew rernarks. 

1. In fig. 30 of Contribution VI I have al ready given the course 
of the;, plaitpoint line for the case of fig. 39, and also of the th1'ee
phase-pressure of T. 

2. The upper and the lowel' sheet of the sllrtace of saturation 
are subjected to some modifieation in the case of fig. 39 only bet ween 
the two temperatures bet ween which there is thl'ee-phase-pressul'e. 
The modification for tht' uppel' sheet consists in what tollows. Between 
the limiting vaiues of .v of the dotted dosed curve of fig. 39 the 

/ 
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uppel' sheet is raised. At the limiting values of ,IJ ihis rise is still 
equal to zero. 

But for values of x, which differ from these Iimiting values, the 
rise assumes certain values, at first, however, only between tempe
ratmes which diffe1' little. But tb is is accurately rendered by fig. 39. 
The consequence of all this is that if a certain increase of pres su re 
is applied, e. g. if we obserye above the maximum pressUl'e of the 
modified liquid sheet, the total non-miscibility has disappeal'ed. If 
we lower the pressure, the non-miscibiIity may l'eappear but at a 
pressnre which is only- sIightly less than the maximum pl'essure 
it exists only over a very small range of temperature. In othe1' words 
there the dotted curve of fig. 39 has greatly contracted. In this two 
cases will no doubt occur, either real minimum pressure occurs, or 
the pressure in the. point Q is the highest. At higher temperatures, 
however, splitting up into vaponr and liquid is still possible. 

3. lf in fig. 40 the circumstance OCCUl'S of minimum value of ,I; 

on the vapour branch, there exists for some mixtures, if we take care 
to follow the three-phase-presslll'e, retrogl'ession of the condensation. 

Fo)' the mixtures which show the above discussed non-miscibility 
between two temperatures, both a2

12 may be > al a2' and a'l2 may 
be < al a2 • However if a2 u> al a2 , the chance to non-miscibility 
is smaller. In this case the points El> E2 lie on a hyperbola which 
intersects the space 0 PQ below the parabola close to the point Q; 
and as the intersection takes place n~al'el' to Q, the distance between 
the parabola und Uw E2-axis is smaller. And as 'soon as the value of 

aH
2 

would- become so lal'ge th at the intersection of the hyperbola 
al a2 

with the E2-axis takes place past Q, non-miscibility will be quite 
a 2 1 (n'+l)' 

excluded. 80 if ~ > -4 2+( _I)" For the fuIl discnssion of the 
ala, n n 

d2~ d2~ 
intersection of the surfaces - = 0 and - = 0 it now l'emains to 

d.v 2 dv 2 

examine the cases with negativé values of El and Ez. 

(lVIarch 25, 1909). 
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